Abstract. Radio sources from the decametric UTR-2 catalog were crossidentified with other radio catalogs at higher frequencies. We used the CATS database to extract all sources within the UTR beam size (∼40 ′ ) to find candidate radio identifications. Using the least squares method we fitted the spectrum of each source with one of a set of curves. We extracted NVSS and FIRST radio images for the radio-identified sources, and looked for a possible relation between size and spectral index.
A radio survey obtained with the UTR telescope (Kharkov, Ukraine) at frequencies 10-25 MHz has resulted in a catalog of 1822 sources (Braude et al. 1978 (Braude et al. -1994 ; www.ira.kharkov.ua/UTR2). Covering about 30% of the sky north of −13 • declination, this survey is presently the lowest-frequency source catalog of its size, and thus provides an ideal basis to study the little known optical identification content of sources selected at decametric frequencies. The rather large uncertainties of UTR positions (∼0.7 • ) require an iterative process for finding radio counterparts at successively higher frequencies (and thus higher positional accuracy). In this we aided ourselves by selecting previously cataloged sources from the CATS database (Verkhodanov et al. 1997 ) in a box of RA×DEC = 40 ′ ×40 ′ centred on the nominal UTR position. The "raw" spectra given by these fluxes were refined using computer charts of source locations around UTR positions. All counterparts from TXS, GB6 and PMN within circles of 1 ′ radius were considered one source. Groups of sources lying further apart were assigned separate spectra, each with the UTR flux as upper limit.
We were able to fit spectra for all but 7 of the 2314 radio counterparts to UTR sources. Fits were either straight (S), convex (C − ), or concave (C + ) curves in the lg ν-lg S plot. The distribution of radio source spectra among the various spectral types is given in Table 1 . The resulting catalog (Verkhodanov et al. 2000) includes information from a large number of electronically available catalogs of radio, infrared, optical and X-ray sources.
The majority of UTR sources (97%) have an identification with NVSS objects (Condon et al., 1998 ) (a total of 2253 IDs), and all UTR objects with δ > 30 • (1143 objects) have IDs in FIRST (White et al., 1997 
1150 50 or Y = ±A±B * X + C * EXP (−X) 79 3 We extracted NVSS and VLA maps of sources with steep and straight power law spectra, and grouped them according to their spectral slope: (1) −0.9 > α > −1.0, (2) −1.0 > α > −1.1 and (3) α < −1.1 (S ∝ ν α ). NVSS objects were taken outside of the Galactic plane (|b| > 15 • ), while all the FIRST sources have |b| > 20 • . 536 NVSS objects and 256 FIRST objects were selected. Parameters of source samples are provided in Table 2 . Surprisingly, the median source size decreases with steepening radio spectrum. However, the dispersion in size is so large that there is no significant correlation between spectral index and source size.
